Fridges, forced food and freshmen first

New policies for dorms announced

by ELENA-MARIE ROSTER
DAILY ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Lap refrigerators, a mandatory food plan and freshman priority are among the new changes in campus residents hall policies announced Friday by Everett Chandler, dean of students.

The new policies are a spin-off of student input from last Fall Council. Student Affairs Council and an April 28 campus forum where Pres. Robert Kennedy heard questions and complaints from dorm residents.

Current students are not affected by the policies which will go in effect until fall of 1977. Students with refrigerators in their rooms are still in violation of campus policy, according to Chandler.

The refrigerators will have inspections placed on them. Chandler said. They will not exceed a three cubic feet capacity or use more than 50 watts of electricity.

Refrigerators will have to be replaced with the head resident and resident advisor of each dorm.

All refrigerators will be subject to inspection both manually and internally, and they will have to be kept in an open space for ventilation. Refrigerators in closets will not be allowed.

The inspections differ from the proposal from SAC on the changes which allowed for up to 75 watts. A two page memo from Chandler to residents students said this change was made because 50 watt units are simpler.

A refrigeration statement saying a mandatory food plan requires a policy was not included in this year's proposals.

Refrigeration meeting university requirements will be checkable through Cal Poly Foundation on a lease arrangement and at time according to Al Amaral, Foundation Executive Director.

Going to dorm rooms is still prohibited.

Rules for the large separate kitchens in the dorms will still be set by the board of directors in each hall. Hot plates, electric skillets, toasters, room heaters, air conditioners and ice chests will still not be permitted.

Along with the refrigerator policy, Chandler announced the housing license next year will require a required meal plan purchase. Residents will be given two options—a 14 meal plan or a 19 meal plan per week plan or a 19 meal plan per week plan.

Students will be able to change to one or from the two options during quarter breaks.

According to Amaral, there will be no exceptions to this rule.

Next year the cost of a 19 meal plan will increase from $840 to $860. The 14 meal plan is new next year as a change from the 18 meal plan of this year. The Food Foundation offers a total of 81 meals per week to choose from with four locations accepting meal tickets.

Amaral said, an average of 1,100 meal tickets are sold yearly. In fall quarter, about 2,500 students were on meal plans. There are 2,234 spaces available in the residence halls.

Even with the increases in residence hall rents and the mandatory meal plan cost, living in the campus resident halls will still be cheaper than Tropicana Village or Sennett Glen, according to Amaral. Cal Poly campus living costs will be $1,072 for room and board on a 10 meal plan and $1,366 for 14, during the 1977-78 academic year.

Tropicana Village, a room with 10 meals will cost $2,043 and with 18 meals, $2,303. At Sennett Glen, a room and 19 meals will cost $1,893 and with 15 meals, $1,870.

The new policy turns the class standing priority for campus housing admission upside down.

The first students to have an opportunity to live in the dorms will be those who have lived only one quarter in the dorms and are returning.

Second will be hardship cases, meaning students with physical handicap, students with close relatives moving in the dorms such as brothers who wish to share rooms, students with financial problems and those with educational problems.

Those who feel they are hardship cases should put their explanation in writing and submit it to the dean of students office.

Third to have priority will be new undergraduate students.

Last on the list are returning students whose priority has been reversed. New lower classmen have priority over upper classmen.

A policy requiring students over 20 years old to get special permission to stay in the dorms is still in effect. Permission is to be obtained from the dean of students.

Associate Director of Housing, Barbara Andre, said the implementation on the new policies have not been decided yet. Resident hall advisors and head residents will be discussing how these policies can be enforced.

The housing license being sent out to new students places the down payment deadline at June 15 in hopes that the returning students can be notified by June 15 on whether they have a space in the dorms. Andre said 85 per cent of the residents usually return for a second year in the resident halls. A minimum of 2,000 new students are expected to apply for dorm space in 1977, according to Chandler.

The representative from IHC to SAC, Lynne Hinkelman, expressed an opinion for the present students in the dorms.

Students who haven't been looking for new places realize the fact that they haven't been given much warning that they will need a new place to live. They've been looking since January, she said, each student will just start looking now.

Many wish they had at least one quarter's notice. She feels they should have waited until next year to implement that part of the program," Hinkelman said.

The memo sent to the dorm residents from Chandler said:

"It is recognized that not everyone will be pleased by this action. However, you can be assured that your concerns were heard by the staff and were significant in modifying the final proposals."
Ed f r O r I a l / o p i N i o N

I approached him gingerly one day last week, nipping down at Avila Beach.

"Mr. Matson," I said, "I don't even remember who I voted for last year."

"Well, it's simple," he replied slowly. "All I know, Matson continued, "is that I voted... no, I couldn't do that."

"Don't you and your grandchildren on my knee, I can't tell them that I voted... no, I couldn't do that." Matson replied. "Some ASI people declared to run for president. I'll be sunning on the beach, waiting for my beach party, come election day."

"Well, a deal is a deal," he replied. "If rain, I don't vote."
May 30, 1977

OUR READERS WRITE...

Editor:
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Candidates' statements

Aguilar

It is easy to question the personal gains the office of student government. Without a doubt, the person in that office will help students. It sounds good, but who do you think that person will help the most? The office will really help itself, including the candidates. It's hard to say if we can help a larger portion of the student body. It is possible that we can help the student body as a whole, but the personal gains are more important. I do not believe in the idea that the office of student government will help students. It is more important to help yourself than to help others.

Kramer

For the past two and a half years I've served on ASI and have been active in many student government projects. I've had the opportunity to work with several talented individuals, and I've learned a great deal from them. I've also been able to use the experience I gained to help make ASI a better organization. I believe that the office of student government is greater than any other candidate.

Probandt

I'm just one of all of you and your high school students. I'm a high school student who cares about your high school government. I'm just like you. I'm in your shoes, and I understand how you feel. I've been there and I've done that. I've experienced your situation. I've been through your school. This means I've tried to understand you, a student, and I've learned from your experience. With the problems that we will face tomorrow will have happened.

Curtis

In order to achieve the goals of an office, we must have people with the talents and skills necessary to make these goals a reality. In order to achieve the goals of an office, we must have people in the office that are committed to those goals. I believe that my qualifications are the best for the job, and I am committed to achieving the goals of an office.

Rushing

As you can see in the major concerns of the Cal Poly Student Government, the problem of water supplies is the most important. The problem is that there isn't enough water for everyone. The problem is that there isn't enough water for everyone. The problem is that there isn't enough water for everyone. The problem is that there isn't enough water for everyone. The problem is that there isn't enough water for everyone.

The survey should be conducted to determine what the student body thinks about water supplies. The survey should be conducted to determine what the student body thinks about water supplies. The survey should be conducted to determine what the student body thinks about water supplies. The survey should be conducted to determine what the student body thinks about water supplies. The survey should be conducted to determine what the student body thinks about water supplies.
**The candidates’ questions**

1. **Paul Curtis**
   - Why are you running? It seems that my campaign is the only candidate who really represents the students.
   - I have made a commitment to the students and the administration to work towards three goals: (1) improving the administration's priorities and policies, (2) increasing state funds and student fees, and (3) making the student life on campus more enjoyable.

2. **Monica Aguilar**
   - I am running for the same reasons that many candidates are running for the ASI. I believe that the ASI needs to back itself up on student concerns. My proposal is for the city to annex Cal Poly and the city. This would result in more students being represented by the city.

3. **Robert Rushing**
   - I am running in order to fill a need that students have. I plan to push for free bus service for Cal Poly students. Since the city now subsidizes the bus system to the tune of about $100,000, a windfall to the city is about $100,000 in new revenue which could be plugged into bus service. There would be no cost to the students, city or University. This move would simply transfer funds from County to City sewers.

4. **Shane Kramer**
   - I am running to give the students the best possible service. I have made a commitment to work with the administration to improve the lives of the students.

5. **The candidates’ questions**
   - I am running for the reasons that many candidates are running for the ASI. I believe that the ASI needs to back itself up on student concerns. My proposal is for the city to annex Cal Poly and the city. This would result in more students being represented by the city.

6. **Monica Aguilar**
   - I am running for the same reasons that many candidates are running for the ASI. I believe that the ASI needs to back itself up on student concerns. My proposal is for the city to annex Cal Poly and the city. This would result in more students being represented by the city.

7. **Robert Rushing**
   - I am running in order to fill a need that students have. I plan to push for free bus service for Cal Poly students. Since the city now subsidizes the bus system to the tune of about $100,000, a windfall to the city is about $100,000 in new revenue which could be plugged into bus service. There would be no cost to the students, city or University. This move would simply transfer funds from County to City sewers.

8. **Shane Kramer**
   - I am running for the same reasons that many candidates are running for the ASI. I believe that the ASI needs to back itself up on student concerns. My proposal is for the city to annex Cal Poly and the city. This would result in more students being represented by the city.

9. The causes of apathy are two-fold. First, the lack of money in the budget survey results has a direct impact on the students. Second, the lack of communication between the ASI and students.

10. The survey does not give exact figures to be used. In the last year, the survey has been very accurate.

11. The survey is valid as long as it is used, but in use with last year's survey, the survey shows trends in student desires.

12. The survey is a valid tool that can be used to make the most of the money available. It is used as a basis for making decisions on how the ASI will spend its money.
ASI Vice-presidential statements

George Morello
Jim Roberts
Larry Robinson

As an ASI election approach, a majority of candidates have been active in the student scene. Larry Robinson, a candidate for President, has been at the forefront of this activity.

Robinson stated in a recent interview that he is running as a candidate for ASI President to bring a new perspective to the student body. He believes that the ASI needs a fresh face to represent the students and ensure that their voices are heard.

Robinson’s campaign focuses on three main issues: transparency, accountability, and inclusivity. He aims to create an open and inclusive environment where all students feel valued and heard.

As for his experience, Robinson has served as a member of the ASI Board of Directors and has a strong understanding of the challenges faced by the student body. He is dedicated to making a positive impact on the campus and ensuring that students have a say in the decision-making process.

Overall, Larry Robinson’s campaign is centered around bringing a fresh approach to the ASI presidency, ensuring transparency, accountability, and inclusivity for all students.

SAC Candidate statements

Science
Mathematics

Dale Balough
Paul Fisk

The idea of a student reporter is a common one in most SAC candidates. It is one of the most valuable tools a student can have in communicating with the student body. Dale Balough is one of the candidates for SAC President who has been active in this role.

Balough stated in a recent interview that he is running as a candidate for SAC President to bring a new perspective to the student body. He believes that the SAC needs a fresh face to represent the students and ensure that their voices are heard.

Balough’s campaign focuses on three main issues: transparency, accountability, and inclusivity. He aims to create an open and inclusive environment where all students feel valued and heard.

As for his experience, Balough has served as a member of the SAC Board of Directors and has a strong understanding of the challenges faced by the student body. He is dedicated to making a positive impact on the campus and ensuring that students have a say in the decision-making process.

Overall, Dale Balough’s campaign is centered around bringing a fresh approach to the SAC presidency, ensuring transparency, accountability, and inclusivity for all students.

Architecture and Environmental Design

Tom Ashland
Fred Moore

Tom Ashland is one of the candidates for SAC President who has been active in the student scene. Ashland stated in a recent interview that he is running as a candidate for SAC President to bring a new perspective to the student body. He believes that the SAC needs a fresh face to represent the students and ensure that their voices are heard.

Ashland’s campaign focuses on three main issues: transparency, accountability, and inclusivity. He aims to create an open and inclusive environment where all students feel valued and heard.

As for his experience, Ashland has served as a member of the SAC Board of Directors and has a strong understanding of the challenges faced by the student body. He is dedicated to making a positive impact on the campus and ensuring that students have a say in the decision-making process.

Overall, Tom Ashland’s campaign is centered around bringing a fresh approach to the SAC presidency, ensuring transparency, accountability, and inclusivity for all students.

Agriculture and Natural Resources

George Radanovich
Russell Feich

George Radanovich is one of the candidates for SAC President who has been active in the student scene. Radanovich stated in a recent interview that he is running as a candidate for SAC President to bring a new perspective to the student body. He believes that the SAC needs a fresh face to represent the students and ensure that their voices are heard.

Radanovich’s campaign focuses on three main issues: transparency, accountability, and inclusivity. He aims to create an open and inclusive environment where all students feel valued and heard.

As for his experience, Radanovich has served as a member of the SAC Board of Directors and has a strong understanding of the challenges faced by the student body. He is dedicated to making a positive impact on the campus and ensuring that students have a say in the decision-making process.

Overall, George Radanovich’s campaign is centered around bringing a fresh approach to the SAC presidency, ensuring transparency, accountability, and inclusivity for all students.

Business and Social Science

Jojo Miller
Don Warden

Jojo Miller is one of the candidates for SAC President who has been active in the student scene. Miller stated in a recent interview that he is running as a candidate for SAC President to bring a new perspective to the student body. He believes that the SAC needs a fresh face to represent the students and ensure that their voices are heard.

Miller’s campaign focuses on three main issues: transparency, accountability, and inclusivity. He aims to create an open and inclusive environment where all students feel valued and heard.

As for his experience, Miller has served as a member of the SAC Board of Directors and has a strong understanding of the challenges faced by the student body. He is dedicated to making a positive impact on the campus and ensuring that students have a say in the decision-making process.

Overall, Jojo Miller’s campaign is centered around bringing a fresh approach to the SAC presidency, ensuring transparency, accountability, and inclusivity for all students.
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Advice for future ASI officers

By DON BROERSEMA

In the past, ASI officers have been revered as the guardians of Cal Poly's student community. However, recent events have led to a decline in their prestige. With the ASI Vice President's position now vacant, it is crucial for future officers to learn from past mistakes.

The importance of listening to student concerns cannot be overstated. This year, the ASI Undergraduate Council conducted a survey to gauge student opinions. The results showed a high level of dissatisfaction with current services and a strong desire for improvement.

In response, the ASI executive council developed a nine-point platform, which includes improving transportation, implementing a new student fee, and creating a more inclusive campus environment. These initiatives are designed to address the concerns raised by the survey.

The ASI executive council also recognized the need for increased transparency. Therefore, they have pledged to make all decision-making processes more open and accessible to the student body. This will involve regular meetings with student representatives to discuss and approve initiatives.

With these changes, ASI officers have the opportunity to re-establish a connection with the student community. By prioritizing student needs and fostering a culture of collaboration, future officers can restore the ASI's reputation and ensure a brighter future for Cal Poly students.
**Spikers’ turn to be champions**

The Cal Poly volleyball team proved it is the best Division II college squad in California as it took over the state championship at UC Berkeley.

The Mustangs went into the tournament seeded number two and, like the

Women drop two as contention hopes fade

With probably the youngest team fielded in 1977, women's softball coach Valerie Filice took her team to Huntington Beach last weekend to battle seven other teams during the annual Western Regional for NCAA Division II schools.

Unfortunately, the girls came up on the short end of the stick, and like several of the season's games lost both of their games by one run. They lost to Reno 1-0 and 1-1 to U.C. Santa Barbara, which put them out of further contention for the title.

Reno, one of the tournament favorites, won on a decisive call at first base by the home plate umpire.

With two out, and a runner on shore, a ground ball was hit to shortstop Sherry Fertitta, who fielded the ball, and threw to first. The first baseman made a good throw to the pitcher before the runner could be tagged. She fielded the ball, and threw to first.

With the catch for what appeared to be the third out. But it turned out to be the only run of the game because the umpire said the first baseman had pulled her foot off the bag too soon.

Friday's game came against an old foe—UCSB.

Cal Poly women went 1-3 against the Gauchos in regular season play and 0-1 in Southern California Athletic Association action.

Gaucho Patty Green was the winning hurler as Cal Poly was quickly disposed.

Sherry Fertitta scored the only run for the Mustangs, which came after two singles, a sacrifice, and a pasted bunt. What's more impressive is the fact that Poly wound up with only one error in seven innings.

The Mustangs lost to UC Berkeley 5-0, which came after two singles, a sacrifice, and a pasted bunt. What's more impressive is the fact that Poly wound up with only one error in seven innings.

**Tracksters finish sixth**

The Cal Poly tracksters turned up in another strong performance over the weekend in the West Coast Invitational. Coach Steve Miller's squad took sixth in the prestigious meet.

What's more impressive is the fact that Poly wound up with only one error in seven innings.

The Mustangs placed their three All-Conference players on the All-State team. Coach Steve Miller, who was also named California Collegiate Volleyball Conference Most Valuable Player, joined Hauser and Kaine on the prestigious team.

The spikers now join the list of teams and individuals with national championships. They have already taken western regional championships in their respective sports.

The volleyball team ended the season with a 13-7 dual match record and a 26-10 overall mark including tournaments.

**Continental Airlines**

If you can't fly
Continental...

**You'll miss 24% savings and all the extras, too.**

Continental has a great deal going for you next time you fly to one of our many domestic destinations—our Economy Excursion Fares® give you 24% savings all summer long, if you can ship at least 33% on our Economy Fares, good any time of the year.

**Continental Airlines.**

For more information, call your Travel Agent or Continental Airlines. And remember, if you can't fly Continental, try to have a nice trip anyway.

*Continental will provide transportation information. Please consult your travel agent for complete details and reservations. Continental reserves the right to change or discontinue service without notice. Continental is not responsible for any errors that may appear in this publication.*